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News Quiz #3631 – May 6, 2021

CHALLENGE QUESTION
What country first launched a human into space?

QUIZ QUESTIONS

1. The audience for the president’s speech included members of the U.S. …
   A. House of Representatives
   B. Senate
   C. both A & B

2. President Biden has now been in office more than …
   A. 100 days
   B. 6 months
   C. 1 year

3. The population is counted using a …
   A. docket
   B. census
   C. repository

4. One of the states gaining congressional seats is …
   A. California
   B. Tennessee
   C. Texas

5. The agency that eased the mask guidelines is the …
   A. AMA
   B. CDC
   C. FBI

6. Ingenuity has had successful flights on …
   A. Mars
   B. moon
   C. Jupiter

7. The company that has opened a store in Sweden to re-sell their second-hand items is …
   A. Walmart
   B. Amazon
   C. IKEA

8. Chernobyl is located in …
   A. Ukraine
   B. Romania
   C. Uganda

9. The island of Cyprus is governed by both Greece and …
   A. Italy
   B. Turkey
   C. Tunisia

10. Wilson the snake is …
    A. python
    B. boa constrictor
    C. anaconda

OPINION QUESTION
How would you evaluate News Quiz? Why?
Terms used in this week’s News Quiz:

President Joe Biden
U.S. Congress
senator
representative
U.S. House of Representatives
House Chamber
U.S. Capitol
COVID
Vice President Kamala Harris
infrastructure
tuition
community college
census
Texas
California
population
congressional seat
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
or CDC
vaccinated
vaccine
vaccination
NASA or National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Ingenuity
Mars
Martian
mission control
IKEA
Sweden
Swedish
Ukraine
Europe
Russia
USSR
Soviet Union
Chernobyl, Ukraine
nuclear
radiation
Cyprus
Turkey
Greece
Turkish
Greek
Mediterranean Sea
environmental scientist
biologist
New England Aquarium
Boston, Massachusetts
anaconda
aquarist
aquarium
aquatic
South America
venomous
European honeybee
honeycomb
larvae
pollen
pollination
Milan, Italy
Alveari Urbani
Brazil
Everaldo Pinto
Captain America